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Abstract
Three projects were designed tc develop

and evaluate materials fcr use with aphasic children
(perceptually handicapped with language problems). The
first project presented stimulus pairs in varying modality
conditions. Results suggested that, although the aphasic
children were not capable of improving their auditory
discrimination performance, they had some ability to
improve discrimination performance in the visual and
especially in the combined modalities. The second project,
ongoing when reported, studied the nature of auditory
sequencing abilities in an optimally controlled environment
and explored means of improving those abilities. Stimuli
were presented in successive auditory, simultaneous
auditory, or successive visual conditicns; intensity,
inflection, and configuration were varied. The third
project, also ongcing, developed instructional materials
making maximal use of visual stimuli with primarily
auditory programs designed to prcvide'phrase structure and
appropriate units. Appendixes, comprising over half of the
document, report cn the fcrm program, the sequencing
stimuli and equipment, teaching programs, and stimulus
items and scoring forms. (JD)
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/INITRODUCTYON

This pro;ect was undertaRen at the Institute for Childhood
Aphasia for the primary purpose of cleveloping and evaluating
materials which could be used to train perceptually handicapped
children with language difa7!culties . As a group, these children
failed to develop appropriate verbal language yet demonstrate evidence
for relatively good physical, intellectual and social development.
They have been described by several writers (Benton, 1963; Eisenson, 1963;
West, 1962; Wood, 1964; Myklebuct, 1954). However, with the exception
of the method proposed by McGinnis (1963) , there has been no systematic
training procedure reported.

The children are referred to as "aphasic" and each fuifilled
the following criteria:

1. Deficit in the manipulation of spoken language.

2. Evidence of perceptual and/or behavior disturbance which
militated against efficient learning.

3. Demonstrable neurological deficit and/or birth and develop-
mental history which presumes organic involvement.

4. Evidence of normal or near normal intelligence on non-verbal
tests.

When a child is classified as aphasic, he is included in the
experimental training program which has been conducted for about
three years. Ordinarily, the program is restricted to children
between three and eight years cf age.

While it is difficult to generalize from child to child with
regard to treatment procedures, we have found that the most effective
approaches are those which utilize the learning principles which were
originally espoused by Skinner (1938) and have had an increasingly
successful application in a variety of clinical and experimental
settings (Krasner and Ullman, 1965; Honig, 1966). When the conditions
are arranged so that a child is presented with tasks at which he can
succeed, and the reinforcement which follows an appropriate response
strengthens the behavior, optima) learning occurs.

- 1 -



6fMcult to motivai:e.
Many manifest: behavior dc:.:7,cri'oed with terms such as

distractibility, hypercciv:fty, an impuls:imity. The syndrome of
perceptual and behvic)vel concarJitant with centx al nervous
system has been described !:lse.k,)her.2 flirch, 1954; Clements, 19E6).
Aphasic children Co prf.:se.rlt sImptotology which makes it very
difficult for them to be m,:tnagc6 in :2 regular classroom. Even when
they are assigned, to specie] c1J.Ass or placed in smaller groups,
their training is often challenge ..or the most experienced teacher.

In generalizing al)out the conditions under which the train-
ing would be most effective, we would include the following:

1. When maximal 1, se is m6 do of the child's relative strength in
the visual modality.

2. When motor responses are mocifiod. Scmetimes these children
have a perceptual competence which is not revealed because
the response mode is too cople% (i.c., they may "perceive"
a figure but be unable to reproduce it with a pencil).

3. When materials are presented in carefully graded sequences
so as to make it liely that these children will have as
many risitively reinforecd -.::-ponses at each lcvel.

4. When the learning situation zInd physical environment are
highly structured and distraction free.

5. When the stimuli are presented in a more nintfmse" manner
(i.e., louder voices, fewer words, bolder print) so that
attention to the task can be more easily given.

One part of the protect has been concerned with an investigA-
tion of the auditory and visual discrimination learning abilities of
the aphasic child. This involves automated equipment in an experi-
mental setting in wh'ch the stimulus variables are more carefully
controlled. The other aspect deals mith our efforts to develop
teaching programs along moeality controlled lines for use in educa-
tional settings.

The work has been conducted by the staff of the Institute
for Childhood Aphasia. In this report, three projects are described
as follows:



Project I - An Invescigtion of Omtin Conditioning Techniques in
Mu? ET-Mbd;1 fYscrimlHatlon Learning

This study was undertaken by Michael May as his doctoral
dissertation. The data has been collected and analyzed. Submission
of the manuscript to a professional iournal is contemplated soon.

Project II - An Investigation of Auditory SeSuenci Ability

This study, presently underway, was an outgrowth of some
earlier pilot studies of sequencing ability which are described in
this report. The investigators include Michael May and Roger Poppen.

Project III - Development and Evaluation of alimna amain Which
MaximiTethe Use of Visual Stimuli

This project is being conducted by the clinical staff at
the Institute. A report on the form discrimination program by
Robert Gottsleben is in Appendix A. The programs in Appendix C were
developed by Carol Foster, Jane Giddan and Teris Wright.
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Method

The expsrimen::F/1 de8ign callexi for the following:

1. Pour different hut theoreticlly egtvited stimulus pairs
were presorted in each stimuts modality condition. Each
subject received threG of these -:iifferent stimulus pairs;

one on each of the first tip ,ee tasks. The stimulus items
for task four (transfer task) ware the addition or sub-
traction of one modality condition. Each stimulus pair
(or combination of twc pairs) occurred once in each task,

for the auditory and visual modliy condition and twice

in each task for the combined modalities condition.

2. The four stimulus 7mirs In each modality condition were
presented in a diffarent order
task for each child.

(randomized from task to

3 qonsense type stimuli rather than familiar type stimuli
were presented in each modality. Auditory stimuli were
chosen on the basis cY: their distinctive features and
embedded in a nonsense phonotic context. The visual

stimuli were random geometric shapes similar to those used

:by Withrow (1963).

Matched pairs of aphasic mld normal children were randomly

divided into sixteen (16) xperimental conditions (see Appendix A,

Figure 1). On the first and on the second day the children received

one hundred (100) trials. Two hundred (200) trials (Task 3 and

Transfer Task) were presented on tiva third day of testing. The proce-

dure consisted of the predetermined random presentation of one
hundred (100) stimuli, the order of which remain the same for all

tasks and for all subjects. The one hundred (100) stimuli in each

task were composed of fifty (50) of each member of the stimulus pair.

Stimuli were presented continually until the subject responded by
pushing either of two levers. Auditory stimuli were presented at

second and one-half intervals, and visual stimuli remained projected

until a response was made.

Correct responses were reinforced by a feeder mechanism
Which provided trinkets, candies, or pap...4r clips. After each response,

the stimulus was terminated and there was an inter -- trial interval of

2.5 seconds prior to the presentation of the next stimulus. Incorrect

responses were not reinforced.

The stimulus modality condition (auditory, visual, combined)

remained the same for the first three hundred (300) trials although
different pairs of stimuli were presented for each one hundred (100)

trial tasks. The transfer tasks (final one hundred (100) trials on

- 5
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Figure lb

A RF0PrqFmTATTOm OF THE TASKS IM THE COMBINED
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
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Results

(e.g., in
subject who

to previously
conbined to

7c.iwout.- is shown on

mean CP;: -^:)-P the aphasic children

in each colldi.tioR aai val.Enre summary tables are
presented on TablQs I, TI :1n6 Fa] some of the findings
for the difTerent: oon :',:Tev:IyatEq condition:

1. Audii:ory discrion 1).;:iA-.Gruce by asks revealed that
two out: c,-; four rf,pilsic d,i:ve.;i1=oted the required
auckftory discrinioion 1.),7113 1,A Lvials for 'tasks 1, 2
and 3.

2. For the visual discri!.,-Iun reri'crince by tasks, no
aphasic children c3me1.1Lra.:el the Touii,ed visual discrimin-
ation for task Lvo ::;c2,71on6tra.7 the required

visual discriindion on 2: i_:nd JIree out of four on
task 3.

3. On the combined .11(3i'Jo.:7 discrialination per-
formance by to :Cs, five our: aphasic children
demonstrated the roquir discriNination based on
ore hundred (100) c,_1 -,71sk 1, six out of eight on
task 2, and sevm (Y.7: on 6lisk 3.

4. On the tests vs. C;Iree out of four aphasic
children demonstratcd the required combined discrimination
based on one hundred (100) triJI:!c, on transfer task I, three
out of four on trausfer II: two out of four on transfer
task III, and thee out of kour on transfer task IV.

5. In the auditory modality condition, aphasic children as a
group evidenced a mean per cent gain of 2.25 from task I to
task II, and a mean irr cent loss of 9.25 from task II to
task III. In going from the auditory condition to transfer
task I, aphasic children as a group evidenced a mean per
cent gain of 12.6. These differences were not statistically
significant at the .05 level of confidence.

-
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17.
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Total 59

Tasks 701 4150.5 3.74 (NS)

Subjects 2700

Tasks x Subjects 61,665 6 1110.83
7.88b*

Residual Error 32770 141.04

With d.f.=2,6 a criticel P 3(7'. 02 S.14 would have attained
significance at Icvel confidence.

*Significant beyond .10 levcl
**Significant beyond .01 love:.
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Tasks
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33,258 7
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5,400 96 66.67

With d.t.=2,14 P score of 3.74 would have
atta:Lned signiiicance at the ive per cent level, of
confidence.

**Significant beyomi .01 level
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6. In the :r.odalty a3 a
croup ovidenced of 16 from task I

t:ink 11 3 .e_;;n nor (2.cin of 12.75 from task II
to task III. 141 coins; vit1;:.1 condition to transfer
task. II, zphAsic children K, L. group evidenced a meen per
cent gain of 16.6. These dirences were not statistically
significant at f.he .05 level of confidence.

7. In a combined vAJOity' cont.:_on, aphasic children ,F.s a

group evidenced a mean r&o seer_ crain of .5 from tasV I to
task. II and a mean per coil': cklin of 6.9 from task II to
task III. In going from 1:hc., combined condition to transfer
task ITT; aphasic children a group evidenced a mean per
cent loss of 25.2 ono :in co.1..i.5, from th.). combined modalities
condition to t:ransfer task aphasic children as group
evidenced a mean per cent r7,-;:in of 7.8. All of these
differences wern c)'c statisLcally significant at tLe .05
level of confidence.

Discussion

Lli.14gi2E.2_0TMEinee: PCP the aphasic group as a whole,
improvemeht friFaicat'ory ci:Ic:oimincion performance was found to be
non-significant at the .q; level Cf ;_onfidence. None of the children
demonstrated an ability to improve in discrimination ability over
tasks.

Visual Performance: For the aphasic group as a whole,
improvement in visual discrimina:,:io performance was found to be non-
significant at the .05 of confidence. However, three out of
four children succeeed in learning the discrimination when the
number of trials was increased to three hundred (300). The mean per
cent improvement between tasks 1 ,rc1 2 and between tasks 2 and 3 was
sixteen per cent (16%) and twelve point seventy-five per cent (12.75%)
respectively. Though not significant at the .05 level. , these gains
were found to be significant beyond the .10 level of confidence.
These results suggest that positive transfer does occur across
successive visual tasks. This trend 'as not present with auditory
tasks.

Combined Modalities Performance: For the aphasic group as
a whole, improvement in combina modalities discrimination performance
was found to be non-significant at the .05 level of confidence. Only
slight improvement was found from task 2 to task 3 (mean percentage
gain of 6.9%). Two out of eight children succeeded in learning the
combined modalities discrimination when given a sufficient: number of
trials (300). These results suggest that some positive transfer may
occur across successive combined modalities tasks. The trend, how-
ever, was not as great as with the visual tasks.



r -1 c .4 '' 4-*..
,.. ,1

' rif= Te` c-orniance: For the
aphasic 2r(-412.73 et; a 1.):J1:yi?en unIipooal and combined
odalies 'ound te nm.' b on-signifi-
cant at the .05 level co:12i6enc. :icwver, certain trends were
observed frc:11 grour)

1. Prior alklitor7 c:cperionce does not appear
ACC. af..ecc'c subQcvnt canbli26 Irodaliti'as discrimination
pe.;.-fomance.

2. Prior colnlac.2 dicPiLlillaticn experience does not
apnear to di:.crimination per-
formincer

3. Prior visual disePiier: clptIrience eippeaz,s to facilitate
lbsequarit combine:C1 ?!3 ciiscrii:Yination performance.

Prior combined '.ito6litics Osarmination experience appears
to facilitate s!lbc7cAc,nt discriminat.lon performance.

Summtazof Pindim

Uithin th of the 1,c,sent study it is suggested that,
given one hundred (100) :oials on orich of three days, aphasic
children:

1. Are not capable of irl.Y.ocving their auditory discrimination
performance.

2. Show evidence of an ability to improve their visual discrimin-
ation performance.

3. Show slight evdence of an ability to improve their combined
modalities discrimintion pey:lormance.

4. Show discrimination performance which is maximized in the
combined modaliie',s' compa-f?ed wich Lhe unimodalities.

As for the normal childrea, most of their mean scores were
so high that the absolute amount o.F: improvement must, perforce, be
small (the ceiling effect). Becaut;e of the great discrepancy between
the aphasic childron's discrimirwrion peri:ormance scores and the
"ceiling-high" scores of the nom23 children, the normal children were
not considered to have cons,Atuted an effective control group for the
present study.

- I.4 -



yt: appc:ars atten&ng to the visual
stifanli in a rilt\re ny :re attending to the
auditcy.,y :-.?3JArcf. modalities discrimina-
tion ovcr visual diy:f: ::cii y dne tc the "a3erting effect"
of the ,ludiary Krvcs: to call the child's attentilr
to the vi:sual display the presentation of the visua
stimulus alone, it is :11c= child is too distracted by hi
surroundings 'cc ai:cen6 d-.1.splay. It is also
possible that th:i es/:6:to z,f.)-1:..esents too "comnlex" a
message for the ,7,7Yfla Joo an6for discriminate.

In te:ows of (phaj.c. .;1-1.167:7en, the investigation may
have important implicztions. Sirc ;Th vival performance was superin
to auditory, and great:e. iP'!)vow:F-.7: was shcn from task to task in
the visual medali advisable to initiate the
training by unimcthil the present study
suggest that overall '!:)Err:iznr.le maximize,d with combined modalitie
presnntztion, and that t:r,:mbr.177Q6 1-v,ntotion awutrs to be facilitate:3
by prior viF:.ual presentations.



INVESTICaTION or AUDITORY SEQUENCING A-3".LITY

Background

As on as thc d:%,ta collcted for the first project,
the equipment ',?as redesigned and rAcicld, This report will detail
some of the pilot studies wIlich c]one and 61?scribe the present

investigation.

The ability to "appehc!nd cluence of events generated in
time is a skill presumed to relat to tht:. L7icquisition and use

of language. The morpho-pho:aorlic units hich constitute' spoken
language are stimuli which are prsQntc,d :i.11 a specific order and
must be reproduced in thiAt ord:!1, ::c7t ])a understood. Individual sounds
assume meaning only in rely l;ionship nose which precede and follow
them, and the order of wcyds in a senLence determines the meaning of
the sentence. MonseE:s (1966) has silgqested Vhat sequenCing diffi-
culties are the core of the cohztsic disabiity. Myklebust (1965)
proposes that the inability to .:equentialize auditorially results in
writing disorders as well. The child is unatle to hold syllables
in mind long enough to reproduce them accurately on paper. Lowe and
Campbell (1965) found that eight () aphasoid children had more
difficulty with tasks involving iuegments of succession and order
than their normal controls. Al: the Institute for Childhood Aphasia,
aphasic children performed sigpificanly below age level expectation
on standardized tests of sequencing ability (Stark, in press).

One of the difficulties encountered with the aphasic child
is his tendency to reject the type o'j exditofy-vocal interaction
which is required in sequencing tasks such as digit span. Because
he has to repeat what he hears and there are no visual cues, he may
often become tense and reject the taF;lc.. Hence, the use of operant
conditioning techniques clnd automated equipmfmc can be effective. It

provides reinforcement fuo coree',: responses and eliminates "judgment"

by a speaking human. The major objecAves of this investigation are
to determine the nature of the aucLI-m,v sequencing abilities in an
environment designed to elicit optim,A performance, and to explore
ways in which the sequencing ability can be improved.



Pilot Study

The Pxperf.) C -hich S was seated.
On its 'ciorir.:oncia Yi.t: the far

edge, ci 31card aou.nL.cu ":P07)1 Vel,tiCaa so that

it sloped total'` ryro,c.ctoot nic"-,

way betweon 1,-).turw-ers through which rewards

(e.g., tri1.11 and c.end17) )thind th'.: board was a

feeder (Gerbrands, NrAel brckets mounted on a contin-

uous belt, Rewzt.rdt3 ?lac,a0 In t7.s.- f:':-pelled as the belt

turned. Lionni on 3 wus a 12" by 20"

speaker cabinet: (Utah hind the table there

was a slide p-,:o ;`- .?(:::o:. 1C;)) thvough a mirror

,:tr7angement under the 4.:_3u:11 stimuli onto the plexi-

gla::,s screen. The T,a;fc. oach visual presentation
consisted of on-4 objce (c- (;Er:;.es c,-,-.7:ect) on the left half and

anotnel, object (or s4.z.ri3:7 o~ objec:ts) ric,ht half of the screen.

In anadjoining conrpol roo. there -Fts a tape player (Magne-
cordette St:::ereo, Series 100) o.nd coalmrizily available relay
programming equipment. The -..tnctl.on of nis equipment was to auto-
matically present vicual and :.iuCiitcy st-:71Puli, deliver rewards when
approprial:e, and record S's rsnollsE;3.

Nine items were chos4-yn cn bass of the following criteria:

1. Easily picturzzble.

2. One-syllable words.

3. Commonly used count nouns (all on the Thorndike-Lorge list).

4. Different vowel oounc] in Each uorcl. The words selectsd were:

tree, shoe, car. 147.n. bed, 02,, and hat., , r. 7 .

There were three experimant37L conditions as follows:

1. Successive Aud4tory. heard a sequence audirorily
raiiie°7ar" 'thacu). Itamvdial-ely thereafter, a pictorial
representation of the correct sequence and one other containing

the lame in a different nTd(11, was projected on the table

top. ("shoe" - - "hat" vs. "car" - "shoe" - "hat")
The child selected the Lequence he believed to be the one he
heard and pushed the lever over the picture he selected. He

was rewarded for a correct choice by a feeder mechanism which
dispensed a trinket, or a candy.



The sequence of items were randomized and began with a
discrimination between sequences of two items ("shoe" - "hat" vs. "hat"
"shoe") and proceeded to more difficult discriminations, such as
"hat" - "shoe" - "tree" - "car"-"bird" vs. "shoe" - "hat" - "tree" -"car" - "bird" (see Appendix B).

2. Sinr.m.1._....isitud.11212: This condition was similar to the
latter except that the pictorial representation of the
correct sequence was seen as the child heard the words.

3. Successive Visual: In this condition, the child saw a
ii470771.7637117Zgs nrojected visually for five seconds.
Then another slide projected the correct and incorrect
sequence and the child had to select by pushing the lever
over the correct sequence.

Initially, six (6) children from the experimental population
were given fifty-eight (58) trials in each of the three conditions
cited. With the exception of one child, their scores were inconsistent
and low. While it was felt that a response mode which allowed the
child to push a lever rather than to repeat words would result in
improved performance, it was obvious that the visual discrimination
required was much too difficult. A number of changes were attempted
in the response topography to determine whether this resulted in an
improved performance. The experimental training for one of these
children is detailed below.

M.T. (Boy, C.A. 7-6)

This seven and a half year old boy earned a language age
score of 2-9 on the auditory vocal sequencing subtest of the ITPA.
He was tested in all of the experimental conditions. Table IV presents
summary data for his performance in thirteen (13) sessions. During
the early sessions, M.T. was unsuccessful in discriminating a sequence
of five items, as well as a sequence of two items. By pressing one of
the two levers, he was able to designate which sequence he heard.
In spite of an occasional block of trials in which there was an
unusually high per cent of correct responses, it was obvious to the
experimenters that he was functioning at a level which was no better
than chance. One of the difficulties seemed to be his tendency to
"read" the items in right to left order rather than left to right.
However, even after some training was instituted by having him point
to the items in a left to right order, his performance did not
improve. (Sessions 4-7).

The visual discrimination required was ostensibly affecting
his performance and a new procedure was implemented. M.T. was shown
a slide with five items ("shoe" - "tree" - "car" - "book" - "hat"),
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however the experimenter presented one, two, or three items of the
five to which he had to point. He was successful in pointing to two
of five items in correct order, but did poorly with three of five
items

A further modification was made in order to reduce the visual
stimulus field from which MT, had to select the items. Only three
pictures were projected from which ILT. would select two for the first
block of trials and then designate three by pointing to each in the
order in which they were heard. While his performance still suggested
that he had difficulty in manipulating sequences of three stimulus
items, improvement from the previous response topography was evident.
In examining Table IV, it should be noted that for the lever pressing
trials, fifty per cent (50%) correct response was a chance performance,
whereas for the pointing response, there is less than a four per cent
(4%) chance of selecting a correct sequence of three out of three
items. This procedure appeared one which could be used to study
sequencing ability and was the basis for the on-going investigation
which follows.

Procedure

During the first session, training was implemented to familiar-
ize each child with the experimental. apparatus. The stimulus items
were those used during the pilot ntudies. Each child was shown a slide
with two pictures and at first required to select one of the two
(20 trials). This insured an understanding of the stimulus items.
Then he was required to designate two out of two (10 trials) and then
three out of three (10 trials). The items were presented auditorily
at one per second. If the child touched the wrong item, the incorrect
response automatically caused the apparatus to advance to the next
series of stimuli.

Each child was seen for four additional experimental sessions.
Four blocks of ten trials were presented in the following manner:

Block 1: Each child received ten (10) trials in which he had to
select a sequence of two out of two items. Each
experimental session started with the selection of two
out of two in order to provide a high degree of
success at the outset.

Block 2: The next ten trials were similar to the last ten of the
training sequence. Each child was required to select
three out of three items. The stimulus items were presented
at one per second.



Block 3:

Block 4:

Four different experimenta3

a. increased intensity on
b. increased inter city on
c. increased intensity on
d. intoning the stimulus

inflectional changes.

conditions were used:

Lhe first stimulus item;
the second stimulus item;
the third stimulus item;
items so as to minimize

The least ten trials will consist of the presentation
of three out of -hree at one per second.

The stimulus items are presen
and 4 are referred to as MONO. Block
referred to as EXP. A, EXP. B, EXP. C

tied in Appendix B. Blocks 2
3 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are
and EXP. D respectively.

Apparatus

In the experimental room, the table at which S is seated
is similar to the one described in the pilot study. However, on the
horizontal surface, three frosted plexiglass response keys are
mounted. The speaker is mounted on the vertical board above S's
head (see Figure 3, attached), Below the speaker is a remUvable
clear plexiglass tube, into which marbles are dropped. Behind the
board is a marble dispenser which delivers the marbles from a
reservoir. The slide projector mounted below and behind the table
projects figures onto the response keys.

In the control room there is
available relay programming equipment.
is to automatically present visual and
rewards when appropriate, and record
follows:

a tape recorder and commercially
The function of this equipment
auditory stimuli, deliver
's responses. It operates as

Visual stimuli are projected on the keys (e.g., a ball,
a box and a boat, as in Figure 3 ) together with an auditory stimulus
from the tape recorder through the speaker (e.g., "Box!" "Boat!").
The tape recorder is operated for the time necessary to present the
auditory stimulus and then is shut off by Timer B. S must then
depress the keys in the order in which the projectedstimuli were
named. The sequence in which the keys are to be depressed is pro-
grammed by the position of the steppers on that particular trial. In

our example, the keys are to be depressed in the order 2 - 3 - 1.
Depression of a key closes a microswitch which operates the appro-
priate pulse former. The pulse former shapes the microswitch output
to a momentary electrical impulse and feeds this information through
the steppers into a "decision matrix", made up of relays and alter-
nators. The decision matrix matches the input with the program;
i.e., was key two hit first, key three second, and key one last? If

so, the marble dispenser is operated and a marble drops into the
tube, the slide projector is operated, the keys go blank, and the
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inter-trial-interval clock (Timer J starued. At: the end of the
inter-trial-interval the steppers ere stepped to a new position,
Timer B and the tape recorder are operated, and the slide projector
displays the next visual stimulus pattern. If a key is responded
to out of its programmed sequence the above events occur with the
exception of the operation of the marble disperser. If the response
sequence is not completed within 30 sec., Timer C operates and the
next trial begins. The event recorder marks a moving paper
chart which keys were hit and whether the order was correct for
each trial.

In addition to an examination of the performance of the
children on the auditory -vocal sequencing subtest of the ITPA
immediately preceding and following his participation in this study,
it is expected that some of the following questions may be explored:

Do changes in the configuration of the auditory stimulus
improve sequencing performance?

Will the child do better when one of three items is more
intense?

Will he do better when the three items are presented with
a minimum of inflectional variation?

Will the child's sequencing ability improve as a result of
this training?

-- 2 3 -



PROJECT III

DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING PROGRAMS WHICH MAXIMIZE VISUAL

STIMULI

Background

This is an ongoing project which has involved all of the
clinical staff at the Institute. The objective has been to develop
instructional materials which are consistent with the guidelines
described in the Introduction.

The procedures are consistent with programming principles
(Smith and Moore, 1962; Fry, 1963). For example, there is a gradual
progression to establish a more complex repertoire and a gradual
withdrawal of stimulus support (fading). The programs are generally
multiple choice with two or three choices although sections of some
present six (6) possible responses. The method of construction has
been linear, although branches are sometimes written specifically
for a given child when he has difficulty with a given frame. Changes
in the program content are determined by the responses of the
children.

The programs have been designed so that they can eventually
be automated. At this point however, we are able to use slotboards
and sorting boxes. The sorting box is a 9"x31"x2-1/4" wooden box
with five removable partitions. This allows for from one to six com-
partments. Stimulus cards, in full view of the child are held at
the back of each compartment by small metal brackets. The discrimin-
ative stimulus may be a picture, word, or sentence. The child must
place the card into the correct box (e.g., match the word to the
picture).

The programs we have developed have been used successfully
with the children at the Institute. A more detailed report of the
development and evaluation of the form program by Robert Gottsleben
is described in Appendix A.

Rationale

There remains much more which needs to be known about the
acquisition and use of language. While psychologists tend to
emphasize the environmental conditions which precipitate language
responses (Staats and Staats, 1963), linguists continue to study the
rules of the code itself (Bellugi and Brown, 1964).

-24-



The children in this project have not emerged from a language
background which involved an identifiable set of levels beginning with
one and two word constructions and proceeding to simple active-
declarative "kernel" sentences. Their phonological, semantic, and
syntactic development has been atypical from the outset. Menyuk (1964:1
has provided evidence wh'ch demonstrates that even children who have
"functional" articulatory deviations manifest a syntactic structure
which is different in kind from that of the child with normal speech.

We can speculate about the difficulty that these children
have in organizing incoming stimuli and attribute their problems to
deficient "storage mechanisms", "reverberatory circuitry " and
"activating systems". The manifestations, however, are chfficulties
in auditory and visual perception which results in a failure to
develop and use language appropriately.

Because of the perceptual aberration, some attention must be
given to skills which are "pre-verbal". Hence, we have developed
some programmed materials wrich deal directly with the child's inability
to distinguish left from right or providdexperiences in the matching
and sorting of objects, pictures, and forms. The evidence presented
in the first project, as well as examination of the psycho-diagnostic
profiles of these children, emphasizes the relative strength that they
have in the visual modality. While we are developing programs which
are primarily auditory, the materials in. -laded in this report make
maximal use of visual stimuli. Figure 4 (attached) demonstrates
the hierarchy of skills on which the deve.to pile I kites proyvasit IS
based. Appendix contains the procedures for some of these programs.

While it is not possible to expect that training for the
aphasic child can :-etrace the sequence of experiences which constitute
normal language development, the teaching of words and sentences does
consider the hierarchies involved. At first, the child learns to
associate whole words to pictures (usually common count nouns, such as
"ball", "hat", "tree", etc.) then early constructions involve "pivot"
and "open" classes, with the "pivot" remaining constant.

The programs attempt to provide a phrase structure for these
children. McNeill(1966) describes the capacity for language acquisi-
tion and demonstrates the significance of the phrase structure level
at least before transformations begin to emerge. Chomsky (1957) calls
the simple active declarative sentences terminal strings and indicates
that they form the basis for all other sentences. Hence, the language
programs are organized so as to provide the child with a sense of
order and to teach him the major constituents of a sentence. While
the stimuli in these programs are visual, the child is learning that

-25-



Figure 4 - 113?)=1z of Tasks in Visual Pro, ams
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language has an order; and that parts of a sentence can be inter-

changed so that they will have different meanings. For example, in

the "Christmas Program" which is described in Appendix C, the

first items which the child learns to match (single word card to a

single picture card) are noun phrases (article plus noun). The pre-

position is added to the noun phrase and the present progressive

verb is taught, In presentation, the first noun phrase as well as

the verb is constant and only the last item in the sentence varies.
Similarly, once the child is able to manipulate ER plus yi (v np),

a prepositional phrase is added. The final step has a structure
which is article plus noun plus auxiliary plus verb plus article

plus noun plus preposition plus article plus noun.

The children then are provided with units which are

consistent with normal designative sentences. They learn to appre-

ciate and understand that in using language, they must combine

words in a particular order. Hopefully; this establishment of the

basic grammatical relations leads them to comprehend and generate

more complex language units.

Conclusion and Prospects

The project has enabled us to study the discrimination

learning of aphasic children and develop programs which have been

successful in teaching language to them. Our hope is that we can

continue to develop and evaluate these materials. We would like to

be able to automate some of these procedures and study them more

carefully with a view toward a wider application for perceptually
handicapped children with language difficulties.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF THE FORM PROGRAM

(Prepared by Robert H. Gottsleben)

Background

The form program was developed to meet a need of the
children at the Institute, many of whom had difficulty visually
discriminating those letter forms used in beginning phonic reading
training. Observations, made by those involved in teaching,
indicated that a card matching and sorting task was an efficient
teaching method for this task.

A trial form discrimination program of linecr type was
written, the beginning items of which were pictorial representations
of a disc and a rectangular block. The disc and rectangle were
chosen as they represented a continuation of an earlier program
designed to teach discrimination of geometric objects. The second
frame of the program showed the same pictures but in outline rather
than solid drawing. The third frame reduced the rectangle to a
straight line while the circle represents the letter "o". At this
point the program was split into two branches, one for circular
letters and one for straight-line letters. This split was written
to provide graded frames which would teach discrimination of the
most similar letters in this series.

Originally the program progressed from two forms to dis-
criminate (the first two frames) to an upper limit of three forms
(frames #3 through #9 on Set A, and frames #3 through #8 on Set B).
However, at a later date, it was felt desirable to teach discrimina-
tion of each letter from every other letter, and since not all
combinations of letters were included in the first 8-9 frames, three
more frames were added to each set. The new frames add one letter
per frame to the 3-letter discrimination task, so that with the final
frame, all six letters in each set are presented as the discrimination
task. The final frames of each set are the terminal behavior desired
and also function as the pre- and post-tests.

The stimulus items were arranged in a sequence felt by the
therapists to represent an ascending order of difficulty. One new
letter was added with each new frame, while the letter which had
been discriminated in the previous two frames was dropped (but added
again in the final frames).
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the most difficult in Set A.
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Validation Study

To test the sequence of difficulty in the frames of each set,

a validation project was set up. All children at the Institute for

whom the program was appropriate were given the pre-test (see valida-

tion procedure attached). Additional testing thus far has included

two pre-school deaf children and eleven mentally retarded children.

The chronological age range of the children was from 3-0 to 9-2

with the majority being between 4-0 and 6-0.

The following chart (Figure a) indicates the actual number of

tests and programs administered to date.

Set A Set B
Combined Sets

A & B

Pre-tests 2S 21 46

Teaching Program 4 5 9

Post-tests 1 4 5

Interim Tests 0 1 1

Number of Pre-tests:

Figure b.

% Correct Set A Set B Combined Sets A & B

100 10 11 21

97 4 - 4

93 2 - 2

87 1 2 3

80 1 3 4

77 1 1 2

73 1 - 1

67 1 - 1

37 2 - 2

33 - 1 1

23 1 - 1

20 1 - 1

17 2 - 2

10 1 - 1

Totals 28 18 46

Figure C.
- 32 -



Of the forty-six pre-tests civen (sea Figure c, twelve, or
twenty-six per cert (26%), were scorcl at 77% correct or less. The
majority of errors in the lower brackets appeared to be the result
of negativism and inattention. In some cases it is doubtful that
the child understood the task as ail cards were put into the middle
boxes which were nearest to where the child sat.

Of the forty-six pre-tests given twenty-nine, or sixty-three
per cent (63%), were scored at 93% correct or above, indicating too
low a ceiling for this group of children.

To date only nine pre-tests indicated need for the teaching
program to be given. Following administration of the teaching
program, only five cases were available for post-testing. Analysis
of pre-test and post -test errors on these five cases (one for Set A
and four for Set B) is presented in Figures d and e below.

Stimulus Item

SET A

Pre-Test Errors Post-Test Errors

a 1 (sorted into the [o] box) None

c 4 (sorted into the [o] box) 1 (sorted into the
[o] box)

0 1 (sorted into the [0 box) None

(N=1)
Figure d.

Confusion of [a]; [c], and [o] letters was indicated; all
other letters being sorted correctly. Frame #9, Set A of the teaching
program which specifically deals with [a], [c], and [o] discrimination
was then presented and successfully completed by the child. The post-
test indicw:ed 97% correct (1 error). Interim test results were
unable to be obtained for this child.

Stimulus Item

SET B

Pre-Test Errors Post-Test Errors
IN*

k

f

h

t

b

1 None. MANv..,..MM
(N=4) Figuxe e.
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2 (sorted into the [h] box) 1 (sorted into the
[h] box)

(sorted into the
[t] box)

(sorted into the
[b] box)

(sorted into the
[f] box)

None

5 (sorted into the [t] box) 2

5 (sorted into the [b] box) 2

6 (sorted into the [f] box) 2

2 (sorted into [h] & [k] boxes)

None
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and *If confusions. TI-.,a6liyc; = k, ¶ of Set B were
as 6ganst 20presented. Post-tcsinu s,7- rrors (

pre-test errcrs) 1.nvolvd- ;t/i:

Althouah a li:lit-Qk3 given to date, the
findincrs suggest that tIK? ci!co Por Set B should provide
greater emphJ'As on h/b anJ t/r: (5,;(.)-,i-,acions. The revised
sequence for Wit-t E is ateachrl.

YORN MCRAN
(Set: is c, B)

Goals

1. To train visual discrimivaion of speciftc letters

Set A: circular letters
Set B: straicht-line lettL!rs

2. To train visual discriminion
(from two to six letters) .

Pre-Requisites

n increasing number of stimuli

Ability to demonstrate discrimination simple geometric forms (picturec).

Materials

Both tests and teaching progwom use a 6-slot sorting box with stimulus

card brackets.

A. Tests:

1) 6 stimulus cards (3"x5") for each set:
Set A: a, c, 0, e, s, m (1-1/2" - 2" letters, black)
Set B: t, f, k, h, b, 1 It tr tf

2) Thirty response cards for each set (3"x5"); these are random
assortments of the six letters (S each) in each set.

B. Teaching Program:

1) 3"x5" stimulus cards, the number and letter of which are
determined by the frame being taught (see dittoed teaching

program attached).

2) 3"x5" response cards, five of each for every stimulus card,

printed with letters identical to the stimulus cards.
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FORM PROGRAM (Continued)

Procedure

A. Pre- and Post-Testing:

1) Sorting box is placed directly in front of subject

2) Teacher places stimulus cards in brackets working left to

right in the following sequences:

Set A: a, c, o, e, s, m

Set B: to f, k, h, b, 1

3) Teacher hands subject one response card at a time

4) Subject matches response card to stimulus card by placing

response card in the correct box

5) Teacher removes first response card and hands subject

second response card, etc.

6) Errors are noted but the subject is not informed as to the

correctness of his responses (this is testing - not teaching)

7) The first post-test should be administered immediately upon

completion of the teaching program. A second post-test

should be given after, a delay of several days, or weeks, to

check retention.

B. Teaching Program:

1) Analyze pre-testing errors. Begin teaching program at the

point at which the subject's error responses first appear

(e.g., an s-w confusion as shown on the pre-test would begin

with frame #4)

2) Stimulus cards (determined by the frame being presented) are

placed in brackets in left to right order

3) The subject is handed response cards, previously randomized,

one at a time

4) The previous response card is removed from the sorting box

before the next response card is given to the subject

5) If errors occur, the response card is removed from the

incorrect slot and returned to the child



FORM PROGRM (Continued)

B. Teaching Program (Cont.):

6) For chose children yho hive difficulty at some specific
point in the teaching progr:Am, a wash back loon (return to
an earlier portion c) the program), or remedial loop
(individualitned teaching wMch removes the child from the
program proper, but on cowplecion of this special teaching
loop, returns the child to that frame of the program with
which he had difficulty originally) is given



Appendix B

Stimulus Item Scqupncirm:Pilot Study

1. bird - cup
2. bed - cup
3. book - fish
4. shoe - cup
5. car - bird
6. car - shoe
7. hat - car
8. bird - hat
9. cup - hat

10. shoe - tree
11. cup - tree - book
12. bird - car - book
13. shoe - car - book
14. book - bed - fish
15. shoe - cup - tree
16. fish - bird - cup
17. shoe - hat - bed
18. fish - cup - hat
19. bird - shoe - tree
20. shoe - tree - car
21. fish - hat - cup - shoe
22. cup - book - fish - bed
23. car - bed - book - fish
24. tree - hat - car - fish
25. bird - hat - shoe - book
26. shoe - car - bed - bird
27. bed - cup - fish - bird
28. car - tree - book - cup
29. bird - book - hat - tree
30. tree - shoe - car - fish
31. book - tree - car - bird - hat
32. fish - hat - bed - bird - cup
33. shoe - tree - book - car - fish
34. bed - tree - book - hat - cup
35. shoe - tree - hat - cup - bodk
36. car - hat - bird - book - bed
37. shoe - cup - tree - fish - bed
38. car - cup - tree - bed - shoe
39. car - bed - cup - hat - tree
40. fish - tree - bed - book - bird
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APPEUDIX B

PRESENT ECUIVJENT

Ouartty.
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1
2

1
1

1
1

1

I

1

1

I
I

Pulse fomer E783v\4. )
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ime. 1617)
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20-Light Danel
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Switch panel
Power supply
Pre-amplifier
Tape recorder .
6-channel event r
Slide projecor
Universal Feeder
Marble dismn:ler

.....

Steppa.f.
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INSTITUDE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

Appendix C

COLOR DWRIMINATION mgma

I. GOAL: To teach visual discrimination of blue and yellow.
To teach a sense of "yellowness" and "blueness".

II. PRE-REQUISITES: A. Ability to recognize an object.
B. Ability to manipulate an object.
C. Ability to recognize a picture.
D. Ability to manipulate a 3x5 card.

III. MATERIALS: The materials used in this program are two large
sorting boxes (blue and yellow) and a variety of
blue and yellow objects. The objects used at
the beginning of the program are simple one inch
cubes and will change to a variety of geometric
forms to add complexity to the forms used.
Following the forms is the gradual shift to
rectangular colcr chips leading into the use of
3x5 cards. The color patches on the 3x5 cards
move into a series of solid then line drawings
and finally to the actual word written in the
color as the highest level of this program.
The color word was used as tb2 highest level
as the program is geared to the teaching of
reading.

Order of presentation: The order was chosen to
use colored objects (with entire mass in the color)
and gradually faded from the three dimensional to
two, the use of a card entirely colored. The
amount of color on the card is faded until the
child is functioning with the printed word in its
respective color.

PROCEDURE:

1. A blue box is placed in front of the child.
A blue block is placed in front of the blue box.
The teacher demonstrates placement of the blue block

into the blue box.

2. Another blue block is placed in front of the blue box.
The teacher gestures to the child to place the blue

block into the blue box.

3. Blue blocks are placed in front of the blue box and the
child is to place each in the blue box.
5 correct placements is criteria.



Color Discrimination EE2aEf2m (Continu.,lid)

Box and Blocks Remain

4. A yellow box is placed in fxont of the child.
A yellow block is plced in front of the
yellow box. The teacher demonstrates
placement of the yellow block into t'..e yellow
box.

5. Another yellow block is placed in front of
the yellow box. The teacher ges.cures to the
child to place the yellow block into the
yellow box.

6. Yellow blocks are placed in front of the yellow
box and the child is to place each in the yellow
box. 5 correct placements is criteria.

7. Both boxes with blocks are placed in front of the
child and a random assortment of blue and yellow
blocks are placed in between the two boxes.
10 correct placements is criteria.

8. A random assortment of blue and yellow blocks
and additional geometric objects are placed in
between the two boxes. 10 correct placements
is criteria.

9. A random assortment of the following are placed
in between the two boxes with 10 correct placements
as criteria:

Geometric objects

Geometric objects and color chips

Color chips

Color chips and color patches

Color patches

Color patches and solid "things"

Solid "things"

Solid "things" and line "things"

Line "things"

Line "things" and vertical lines

Vertical lines

Vertical lines and color words

Color words
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INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

"PUT" PROGRAM

I Goal

A To teach the child to respond to written instructions.

B To develop a c:;re vocabulary.

C To teach the grammatical structure of commands

II Materials

A 3"x5" index cards printed with Primer type words

B A red can, a blue can, a red box, a blue box

Picture chips of a man, a lady, a cat, a dog

D A slot board

E Score sheet

IV Procedure:

A Present a can and a box,, each labeled, and a deck
of 10 cards typed with "can" and "box".
Take turns with the child selecting a card and
placing it in its corresponding receptacle.
Remove the label from the can and continue sorting
printed cards. Return the "can" label; remove
"box" label and re-sort printed cards. After five
correct responses from child for each of these
conditions; remove both labels and sort printed
cards once more.

Present a red can and a red box and a deck of
cards labeled "red can", "red box". Proceed as
in first step. Continue in this manner until
reaching the level of four choices: red can,
rad box - blue can, blue box.
Repeat once more using the following labels:

in the red can, in the red box
in the blue can, in the blue box

B To teach the nouns, man, lady, cat, dog, place
the picture chips in a slot board with a word card
beneath each chip. Have the child select a word
card and place it beneath the appropriate picture.

After all four pictures have been labeled, remove
the word cards and begin this process again, this
time leaving only three labels on the slot board
as matching cues. Proceed similarly, removing one
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"PUT" Program (Continued)

additional word card each presentation until the
child is placing the word cards beneath appropriate
pictures with no additional cue.

To avoid having the child rely on positional cues,
be sure to rearrange the placement of the picture
chips at the beginning of each presentation.

C In the final step of the procedure, have the four
picture chips displayed on the desk. Have the
child select the two receptacles which may be
designated as his for the sake of creating a
competitive game.
Take turns choosing an instruction card from a deck
containing a random assortment of possibilities.
Follow the directions typed on the card until the
deck is depleted. Count the number of picture
chips in the receptacle to see who "loon".

Order of Presentation

A can - box

B red can - red box

C blue can - blue box

D red can - blue can

red box - blue box

E in the red can
in the blue can
in the red box
in the blue box

F cat, dog, man, lady

G Put the cat in the rii!d box
Put the dog in the blue box
Put the man in the red can
Put the lady in the blue can
Put the cat in the blue box
Put the doy in the red can
Put the man in the blue can
Put the lady in the red box

- 43 -
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INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

CHRISTMAS PROGRAM

I. Goal: A To have the child learn to match sentences with the
following structure: noun, verb (constant), object,
preposition, object of preposition to the appropriate
pictures.

B
1) To have die child select appropriate pictures

after hearing the sentences spoken.

2) For the deaf child - to be used as a lipreading progla

C TO have the child learn to read these aloud.

D To have the child learn to say these without the
written clue.

Secondary Goals

A To increase noun and preposition vocabulary.

B TO improve sequencing skills in all modalities.

C TO provide practice in this grammatical structure.

II. Pre-requisites

A Visual Perception must be adequate for discrimination
of pictured and typewritten materials.

B Left to right directionality should be established for
correct scanning of printed material.

C Motor control for placing index cards.

D Child is familiar with card matching procedure from
experience on earlier programs.

III. Materials

A 3"x5" index cards printed with pictures or typewritten
words.

B A card holder

C Score sheet
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Christmas Program (Continued)

IV. Procedure: Administered by hand
(The following steps apply to each level of the program)

A - Procedure for Goal A

1. General procedure:

Place the picture cards across the top row of the
slotboard.
Hand the child word cards, one at a time fo- placement
beneath the appropriate picture card.
Criterion for success is five consecutive correct
matching responses for each picture card.

2. Specific procedure:

Begin with matching a single word card to a single
picture card. Then present a choice of two picture
cards with random presentations of the matching word
cards. This procedure expands to include any number
of items.

B - Procedure for Goal B

At the completion of Step A, add the following:

Ask the child for each card in turn, and have the
child find and return them.

Either the word cards or the picture cards can be
returned first.

Procedure for Goal C

Take turns with the child requesting cards from the
board.

Procedure for Goal D

After completion of Step C, return picture cards
only to board, and take turns with child requesting
picture cards.



Christmas Program (Continued)

V. Order of Presentation

A. Santa Claus
The teacher

B. The ball
The toys
The books
The candy

C. The window
The tree
The door

D. On the door
On the tree
On the window

E. Next to the door
Next to the tree
Next to the window

F. Between the doors
Between the trees
Between the windows

The pictures
The clothes

G. Pre-test: Selected Assortment from Steps D, E & F

H. The teacher is hanging the
The teacher is hanging the
The teacher is hanging the
The teacher is hanging the
The teacher is hanging the
The teacher is hanging the

I. Santa Claus is hanging the
Santa Claus is hanging the
Santa Claus is hanging the
Santa Claus is hanging the
Santa Claus is hanging the
Santa Claus is hanging the

J. Presentation of a Selected

K. FINAL STEP:

The teacher
The teacher
Santa Claus
Santa Claus
The teacher
Santa Claus

bell
clothes
toys
candy
pictures
books

ball
clothes
tolps

candy
pictures
books

Assortment from Steps H & I

is hanging the clothes next to the tree
is hanging the books on the door
is hanging the picture on the window
is hanging the toy between the trees
is hanging the bell between the trees
is hanging the candy next to the tree

L. TEST (Pre-test and Post-test)

Selected Assortment of cards with the same structure as
those in FINAL STEP.
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INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

P2112512111-LY Promo

I. coal

1) To teach the visual discrimination of 2-element letter forms,
the variable element differing with regard to left, right,
up and down position.

II. Preteouisites

1) Ability to match identical pictures given a choice of four.

2) Motor skill to manipulate program materials.

III. Materials,

3"x5" index cards printed with forms to be matched.

2) A card holder

3) A score sheet

IV. Procedure

Place the four stimulus cards of the first level in a row on the
slotboard. Hand child the four response cards one at a time.
Child places response card on top of appropriate stimulus card.
Remove response card before presenting child with next one.
Clear board. Repeat this procedure for each of the thirteen
levels, rotating the positions of the stimulus items at each level.

V. Order of Presentation:

I t eN.1
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INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

READING PROGRAM: NUnBER, COLOR, NOUN, PHRASE

I. Goals: A To have the child learn to match written phrases
containing a noun with a number and color adjective
to the appropriate pict.ures.

B
1) To have the child select appropriate pictures

after hearing the plums spoken.

2) For the deaf child - to be used as a lipreading progr. m

Secondary Goals:

A Learning printed color names for red, blue, green and yel:o

B Learning Arabic numerals 1,2,3 as adjectives.

C Learning selected printed noun vocabulary.

D Training for independent work.

II. Pre-requisites

A Successful completion of the following ICA Primary Programs
or their equivalent:

III. Materials

1) Color
2) Form
3) Number
4) Whole word matching for Visual Perception

B Left to right directionality should be established for
correct scanning of printed material.

C Motor control for placing index cards.

A Color chips and 3"x5" index cards printed with numerals,
color patches, pictures or primer typewritten words.

B A card holder.

Score sheet.



Reading Program (Cont.)

IV. Procedure

A. Procedure for teaching nouns:

1) General Procedure:

Place the picture cards across the top row of the slot boa
Hand the child word cards, one at a time for placement
beneath the appropriate picture card.
Criterion for success is five ..onsecutive correct matchini
responses for each picture card.

2) Specific Procedure:

Begin with matching a single word card to a single picture
card. Then present a choice of two picture cards with
random presentations of the matching word cards. This
procedure expands to include any number of items.

B. Procedure for teaching number adjectives:

1) Replace noun pictures in slot board. Match printed cards
with labels containing number adjective and noun. Do
this for numeral 1.

2) Leave cards on board. Place pictures showing two of each
item on board. Have child match cards with appropriate
labels to these pictures.

3) Remove and shuffle the word cards. Have child replace
cards matching to all six pictures.

4) Repeat matching process with pictures containing three
of each item and number adjective three word cards.
Remove cards.

5) Repeat process using picture cards and labels for
number adjectives one, two and three.

C. Procedure for teaching colors:

1) Place the yellow and blue color chips on the slot board.
Have the child place the following cards in a vertical
row below the appropriate color chip:

a) color patch.
b) color-word printed in enlarged color keyed letters
c) cOlor-word printed in enlarged black letters.
d) color-word typewritten.

Clear board except for color chips and repeat procedure
omitting step (a) above. Proceed similarly omitting one
additional step with each presentation until the child
is matching the typewritten words to the color chips.
Be sure to vary position of the color chips periodically.



Read (Cont.)

2) Proceed as in step I using colors red and green.

3) Repeat procedure using three colors.

4) Repeat procedure using all four colors.

D. Procedure for teaching color-noun:

1) Place three noun pictures of a single color on the
slot board. Review by having child place noun labels
beneath them. Then place printed cards of color-
adjective and noun labels beneath appropriate pictures.
Leave on board.

2) Place picture cards of a second color on the slot
board and place color-adjective noun labels beneath
appropriate pictures. Remove labels and shuffle.

3) Have child replace word cards for all six picture
cards. Clear board.

4) Repeat process using picture cards of third color
and appropriate color-adjective noun labels.
Leave on board.

5) Place picture cards of fourth color on slot board
and place color-adjective noun labels beneath
appropriate pictures. Remove labels and shuffle.

6) Have child replace word cards for all six picture
cards. Clear board.

7) Put eight assorted picture cards illustrating all
three nouns and four colors on slot board. Have
child match appropriate labels.

E. Procedure for presenting Color, Number Nouns

1) Review by presenting noun cards of same color and
quantity.
Have child label as follows (leaving them on board):

a. Noun cards
b. Number-adjective noun cards
c. Color-adjective noun cards
d. Number color-adjective noun cards

2) Remove. Place eight picture cards illustrating an
assortment of two number and two color adjectives
on board. Have child label these.

3) Remove cards. Place eight picture cards illustrating
an assortment of three number and three color adjectives
on the board. Have child label these.

4) Remove. Repeat procedure using an assortment of eight
picture cards illustrating three number and four color
adjectives with nouns.
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Reading taanm (Cone.)

V. Order of Presentation:

A. car
ball
tree

B. 1
2

3

C. 1 car
1 ball
1 tree

D. 2 cars
2 balls
2 trees

E. Combination of C & D

F. 3 cars
3 balls
3 trees

G. Combination of C, D & F

H. Color chips: yellow, blue
Color patches: yellow, blue
Color-keyed words: yellow, blue
Enlarged black words :yellow, blue
Typed words: yellow, blue

I. Color chips: red,
Color patches: red,
Color-keyed words: red,
Enlarged black words:red,
Typed words: red,

J. Color chips: red,
Color patches: red,
Color-keyed words: red,
Enlarged black words:red,
Typed words: red,

K. Color chips: red,
Color patches: red,
Color-keyed words: red,
Enlarged black words:red,
Typed words: red,

L. Pictures:

Labels:

green
green
green
green
green

blue,
blue,
blue,
blue,
blue,

blue,
blue,
blue,
blue,
blue,

yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow

green,
green,
green,
green,
green,

yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow

red car, red ball, red tree

car, ball, tree
red car, red ball, red tree
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Reading Program (Cont.)

M. Pictures: blue ball blue tree blue car

Labels: blue ball blue tree blue car

N. Combination L & M above

0. Pictures:

Labels:

green ball green ce'r green tree
yellow ball yellow car yellow tree

green ball green car green tree
yellow ball yellow car yellow tree

P. Pictures: red car blue ball red tree yellow car

green tree yellow car green ball blue tree

Labels: red car blue ball red tree yellow car

green tree yellow car green ball blue tree

Q. Pictures:

Labels:

R. Pictures:

Labels:

S. Pictures:

Labels:

FINAL STEP

1 red car

car
1 car
red car
1 red car

1 red ball 1 red tree

ball tree
1 ball 1 tree
red ball red tree
1 red ball 1 red tree

2 red trees 1 blue car 2 blue trees

1 blue ball 2 red balls 1 red car

2 red trees 1 blue car 2 blue trees

1 blue ball 2 red balls 1 red car

1 red tree
2 blue balls

1 red tree
2 blue balls

1 blue ball 3 red trees 2 blue cars 1

2 green cars I green ball 3 red balls

1 blue ball 3 red trees 2 blue cars 1

2 green cars 1 green ball 3 red balls

T. Pictures: 2 blue cars
3 red balls

Labels: 2 blue cars
3 red balls

U. TEST: Assortment

blue tree
2 green balls

blue tree
2 green balls

1 green tree 3 blue balls 2 green cars
2 yellow cars 1 red tree 3 yellow balls

1 green tree 3 blue balls 2 green cars
2 yellow cars 1 red tree 3 yellow balls

similar to cards in FINAL STEP



INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

BOY - GIRL PROGRAM

Order of Presentation

A. boy
girl

the boy
the girl

B. sit
play

sits
plays

C. the boy sits
the boy plays

D. the girl sits
the girl plays

E. the boy sits
the boy plays
the girl sits
the girl plays

F. on
under

G. on the bed
under the bed

H. on the chair
under the chair

I. on the table
under the table

J. under the chair
under the table
under the bed

X. on the bed
on the table
on the chair

L. Steps J & K: combined

M. The boy sits on the bed
The boy sirs under the chair
The boy plays on the table
The boy plays under the bed
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BOY - GIRL Program (Cont.

N. The girl sits on the chair
The girl sits under the table
The girl plays under the chair
The girl plays on the bed

0. FINAL STEP

The boy plays on the bed
The boy plays under the chair
The boy sits on the table
The girl sits under the chair
The girl sits on the bed
The girl plays under the table

Po TEST

The boy sits on the bed
The boy sits under the chair
The boy plays under the table
The girl plays under the chair
The girl plays on the bed
The girl sits under the table



Check #1

INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

BOY - GIRL - BABY

A. boy
girl
baby

the boy
the girl
the baby

B. sit
play
lie

sits
plays
lies

C. the boy sits
the boy plays
the boy lies

D. the girl sits
the girl plays
the girl lies

E. the baby sits
the baby plays
the baby lies

F. the boy sits
the girl sits
the baby lies
the boy plays
the girl lies
the baby plays

G. bed
table
chair

the bed
the table
the chair

H. on the chair
under the chair

I. on the bed
under the bed

J. on the table
under the table

Assortment of items from C, D & E



BOY - GIRL - BABY (Cont.)

Check #2 K. on the chair
under the chair
on the bed
under the bed
on the table
under the table

L. The boy lies on the chair
The boy lies under the chair
The boy plays on the chair
The boy plays under the chair
The boy sits on the chair
The boy sits under the chair

M. The girl lies on the bed
The girl lies under the bed
The girl plays on the bed
The girl plays under the bed
The girl sits on the bed
The girl sits under the bed

FINAL STEP

N. The baby lies on the table
The baby lies under the table
The baby plays on the table
The baby plays under the table
The baby sits on the table
The baby sits under the table

e -test Post, esz

0. The boy sits on the bed
The boy plays on the table
The boy lies under the chair
The girl sits on the chair
The girl lies on the bed
The girl plays under the table
The baby sits under the chair
The baby lies on the chair
The baby plays on the bed
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INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD APHASIA

FARM PROGRAM

V. Order of Presentation

A. The horse
The tractor
The farmer
The cowboy
The barn
The field

B. The cowboy is pulling
The cowboy is riding
The farmer is pulling
The farmer is riding

C. The cowboy is pulling the horse
The cowboy is pulling the tractor
The cowboy is riding the horse
The cowboy is riding the tractor

D. D. The farmer is pulling the horse
The farmer is pulling the tractor
The farmer is riding the horse
The farmer 4s riding the tractor

E. Presentation of a selected assortment from Steps C D

F. Out of the barn
Out of the field
Into the barn
Into tue field

FINAL STEP

G. The cowboy is riding the horse out of the barn
The farmer is pulling the tractor into the field
The farmer is riding the horse into the barn
The cowboy is pulling the tractor out of the barn
The cowboy is riding the tractor out of the barn
The farmer is riding the tractor into the field

TEST (Pre-test & Post-test)

H. Selected assortment of cards similar to those in Step G
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* - B

READING PROCaat

/CA

WORD A:

WORD B: fMININNNwwa..IMNP

Name:

BD:

Exmr:

Goal: To train picture to word matching of 2 words

te: Position of stimulus items changes from frame to frame

Materials: Stimulus Items: 1 picture A
1 picture B
1 word A
1 word B

ogram Date: NIMMINIP=111111MIOMMIIIIMO

C.A.

Response Items: 5 picture A cards
5 pictat B cards

(randomly arranged)

Stimulus Items

pic B pic A

word B word A

Response Items Trials

word A:
picA -pieB

pie B
Same

word A word B

pic A

word B word A

111111111111,

Same

word B:

Pre-Test Date:

Stimulus Items
111111111110CV in

Response Items Trials

word A word B
picA plc B

word A: word B:
I

Post-Test Date:

Stimulus Items Response Items Trials

word A word B word A: I word B:
picA pic B

Total No. Correct

Total % Correct

63



MIA

goaligLpRoGRAR

(3:)11r: 1) Tc-

matching

2) To train
matching

pictire
of "boy" and "girl"

picture to word
of "boy" and "girl"

Maas

D: C.A............. .......

Date;

Exmr:

ftalgaIPW..WW.F.Wftftwat.ONftywmINNWIOWNMawdmimlmlftlliftImdmMMISWIWb

NOINIMION11.111111

1101114110010/.10tOMPOPAVIIMAIIIIIIM

girl
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